The following has been created in UAccess.

LOCATION TABLE

Effective Date: 01/01/1901
Location Code: IMU
Description: Intl Medical University
Short Description: IMU
Address:
  No 126, Jalan Jalil Perkasa 10, Bukit Jalil
  5700 Kuala Lumpur
  Malaysia
Effective Term: 2242 (Summer 2024)

The following has been updated in UAccess.

CAMPUS TABLE

Effective Date: 05/01/2024
Campus: GLBL
Description: Arizona International
Added Location: IMU (Intl Medical University)
Effective Term: 2242 (Summer 2024)

PROGRAM TABLE

Effective Date: 05/01/2024
Academic Program: GDEG
Description: Graduate Degree Seeking
Added Location: IMU (Intl Medical University) – Campus: GLBL (Arizona International)
Effective Term: 2242 (Summer 2024)

PLAN TABLE

Effective Date: 05/01/2024
Academic Plan Code: PHLMPH
Description: Public Health
Added Location: IMU (Intl Medical University) – Campus: GLBL (Arizona International)
Effective Term: 2242 (Summer 2024)